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INTRODUCTION
On May 25, 2018 General Data Protection Regulation will come into force. If you are working 
with EU customers and processing their personal data, you store has to follow GDPR 
requirements. The extension helps you to prepare your Magento store for GDPR hands 
down.

Main Features:

- Easily get consent from customers. Add check boxes on main forms to get consent from 
customers.
- Data deletion from account. Allow customers to delete an account.
- Parental agreement. Easily get consent from parents to process children personal data.
- Data export. Provide registered and non-registered customers with access to their 
personal data.
- Control the relevance of customers data. Request revising of personal data at specified 
intervals. 
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- Require confirmation via email. Send notifications for confirmation of the Privacy Policy.
- Inform about Privacy Policy update. Send emails to customers to notify about changes in 
the Privacy Policy.
- Know about delete requests. Receive an email notification of the request for deleting an 
account.
- Delete accounts and personal data of existing customers not confirmed the Privacy Policy.
- Unsubscribe customers who do not accept the Privacy Policy.
- Add a popup to confirm using cookie. Show a customizable popup to get consent from 
visitors for using cookies.
- Compatible with Magento 2.2, 2.1 
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SETTINGS

Before configuring the extension, please, 
check that cron is run. 

To configure this module go to Admin Panel

Stores               

Configuration

Extait Modules               

GDPR Compliance
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 Select ‘Yes’ to enable this module.
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Select ‘Yes’ to display check box on 
Registration, Login, Review, Contact 
Us, Subscribe in the footer, Check 
Out for a guest Forms.

PRIVACY POLICY CHECK BOX
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This option allows displaying check box with label to confirm Privacy Policy. Check box label is a 
link to the Privacy Policy page.

General Settings

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 



To link Privacy Policy page to the check 
box label choose it from a dropdown list.
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To learn how to create or edit the Privacy Policy page go to ‘Privacy Policy Page Settings’. 
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Check Box Label is a link to Privacy 
Policy. Enter the text for this label.

Enter the text for the link, which will be 
displayed when Privacy Policy was confirmed.
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Select ‘Yes to display link to 
the Privacy Policy page, when  
Privacy Policy was confirmed.
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Privacy Policy Page Settings

To create a page with Privacy Policy or 
edit existing one go to Admin Panel

Content               

Pages
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The ‘Content was updated’ check box appears on the page, which was chosen from the ‘Select 
Page’ dropdown list of the ‘Privacy Policy Check Box’ option.

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

Mark this check box after the text of 
Privacy Policy was updated. Then the 

‘Check Box Label’ will be replaced by ‘Check 
Box Label for Updated Privacy Policy’.
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Grid of Confirmation Status

When the ‘Privacy Policy Check Box’ option 
is enabled, Privacy Policy column appears 
on the customers and newsletter 
subscribers grid

To check the status of any customers go to 
Admin Panel

Customers              

All Customers
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There are three types of statuses: 
Confirmed, Unconfirmed, 
Unconfirmed after Update.
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This column helps an admin to check the status of any customers who have confirmed or 
haven't confirmed Privacy Policy.
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To find a user with particular 
status, select this status in the 
'Privacy Policy' filter. 
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To check the status of any newsletter 
subscribers go to Admin Panel

Marketing               

Newsletters Subscribers
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This column helps an admin to check the 
status of any newsletter subscribers who have 
confirmed or haven't confirmed Privacy Policy.
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Frontend Overview
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If ‘Privacy Policy Check Box’ is enabled, a check box with the link is displayed on Registration 
Form, Review Form, Contact Us Form, Subscribe Form in the footer, Check Out Form for a guest 
straight away.

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

To create an account, a customer 
needs to agree to Privacy Policy by 
marking the check box on a form.         
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On Login Form, a customer enters the login, password. The system checks, if he/she has 
accepted Privacy Policy before. In case Privacy Policy hasn’t been confirmed, a check box with 
the link appears.

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

To agree to Privacy Policy, a customer needs to 
mark the check box. To read Privacy Policy, 

he/she needs to click the link, which redirects 
to the Privacy Policy page.
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If a guest checks out an order, a check box with the link is displayed at the ‘Review & 
Payments’ step. 
If a logged in customer, who has already accepted Privacy Policy, checks out an order, just 
the link to confirmed Privacy Policy is displayed.

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

When a customer agrees to 
Privacy Policy, the link to 

Privacy Policy is displayed.



Select 'Yes' to display the check 
box for customers to reconfirm 
the updated Privacy Policy.

Select the template to send an 
email notification.

Send a notification to a customer 
about Updated Privacy Policy.

PRIVACY POLICY UPDATE
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General Settings

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

This label will be displayed 
after the Privacy Policy update. 

Select the contact from a 
dropdown list to send an 

email notification.



Frontend Overview
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When Privacy Policy was updated, an admin can ask a customer to agree to Privacy Policy one 
more time.

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

A customer can mark the check box 
to agree to updated Privacy Policy



Select a contact from a dropdown list 
to send an email notification.

Click to send an email notification to all 
existing customers and subscribers.

PRIVACY POLICY CONFIRMATION FOR EXISTING CUSTOMERS 
AND SUBSCRIBERS
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Send an email to existing customers and subscribers to confirm Privacy Policy if they haven’t 
confirmed it.

General Settings

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

Select a template for 
a email notification.



Enable the ‘Export Customer Data’ 
option.

Select the template for an email, 
which will be sent to a customer 
after the request. This email 
includes files with personal data.

EXPORT CUSTOMER DATA
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General Settings

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

Select ‘Yes’ to allows users to 
export personal data from the 

storefront. The ‘Export Data’ 
link appears in the footer.

Select the contact to send an 
email with customer data. 



Select ‘Yes’ to send a notification to 
an admin of request for exporting.

Select the contact to notify an admin 
about a request for data exporting.
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Enter the admin email to 
send notification to it.

Select the template to notify 
an admin about a request 

for data exporting. 
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An admin receives notification of new 
request to export data. 

To see all request to export data go to 
Admin Panel

Customers

Data Export Request 
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In case ‘Export Customer 
Data’ or ‘Delete Customer 
Account’ option is enabled 
‘Personal Data Management’ 
page is displayed in a 
personal account.

Frontend Overview

Personal Account
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To export personal data after the login go to My Account > Personal Data Management> Export 
Data  section .

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

A customer can select 
what data to export in 

the dropdown list.



Storefront
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When the ‘Allow Exporting Data from the Footer’ option is enabled, the link to export data is 
displayed in the footer.

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

A customer can click ‘Export 
Data’ and popup appears.



A customer needs to leave his/her 
email and click ‘Send Request’ to get 
the personal data to the specified 
email address. An admin should 
confirm this request.
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Enable the ‘Delete Customer Account’ option.

DELETE CUSTOMER DATA
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This option allows a customer to delete the account if needed.Developer Console.

General Settings

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

Select a preferable way of 
data deleting, which will be 

available for customers. A 
customer account can be 
deleted by request to an 

admin or without it.
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If ‘Delete Data by Request’ was selected, an 
admin receives a request for deleting, 
which displayed on the separate page. 

To delete data by request go to Admin Panel

Customers

Delete Requests
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To delete personal data click the button.

On the page ‘Delete Requests’ an admin can see all users, who send a request for deleting. 
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Select ‘Default Deleting’. 
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Default Deleting. According to the default Magento behavior, personal data, addresses will be 
deleted; orders data and review will remain.
All Data Deleting. Personal data, addresses and review will be deleted; orders data will be 
replaced by anonymous date.v

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

When you select ‘Default 
Deleting’, you can enter the 
days period to storage data 

that remain according to 
default Magento behaviour 

after deleting. Enter ‘0’ to 
never delete data.



Select  ‘All Data Deleting’.
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Storage of data starts from the moment, when customer click to delete the account if ‘Data 
Delete’ is ‘Without Request’. If ‘Data Delete’ is ‘By Request’  storage of data starts from the 
moment when an admin click to delete data .

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

When you select ‘All Data 
Deleting’, this field appears. 
Enter the text and after the 

deleting all personal data will 
be replaced with this text. All 
data is replaced by cron, only 

once a day.



Choose an email template to 
inform a customer what kind 
of personal data was deleted.
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Select the contact to send 
an email notification.

Enable the option so that 
an admin can receive a 

notification of a request 
for deleting via email.



Enter the admin email to send 
notification to it.

Choose an email template to notify an 
admin about the request for deleting.
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Select the contact to 
send an email from it.

 Select an email template 
to notify an admin about 
a user account deleting.



Allow a customer to refuse Privacy 
Policy from a personal account. When 
a customer refuses Privacy Policy, 
his/her account will be soon deleted 
according to the selected ‘Type of 
Deleting’ by an admin. 

Select an email template to send an 
email to a user for confirmation.
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This option allows users to 
send a request for account 

deleting from the footer 
even without logging in. 
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Go to Admin Panel > Customers > All Customers.

When ‘Delete Customer Account’ is enabled option ‘All Data Deleting’ appears in mass action.
This option allows an admin to delete a lot of customers, who haven’t confirm Privacy Policy, at 
the same time.

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

Click ‘Delete’ and marked customers 
will be deleted according to default 

Magento behaviour.

Click on ‘All Data Deleting ’ and 
marked customers was deleted.



A customer can click the button to 
refuse confirmed Privacy Policy.

Frontend Overview
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A customer need to go to Customer Account Dashboard and choose Personal Data 
Management. 

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

A customer can click the 
button to delete an account.



A customer can click ‘Delete Account’, 
if he/she agrees to the conditions.
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To inform a customer, what kind of data will be deleted, popup appears.  
BACK TO 

CONTENTS 



A user needs to click it 
and the popup appears.
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An admin can allow users to send a delete request without sign in. Enable ‘Delete Account from 
the Footer’ option in the module settings to display the link in the footer.

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 



This email includes a link to confirm a 
request for deleting. 
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To get an email notification, a user needs to enter an email. 
BACK TO 

CONTENTS 



A customer needs to click this button 
to refuse Privacy Policy.
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In case a customer refuses Privacy Policy, personal data of this customer and an account will be 
soon deleted.

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 



Enable popup notification.

RELEVANT CUSTOMER DATA
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This option allows showing the popup notification in a personal account and send an email 
notification to confirm the relevance of personal data. 

General Settings

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

Select how often to show 
the popup notification.



Select the template for an email notification.

Send a notification to customers 
with a request of checking the 
relevance of personal data.
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The time is counted from the registration date. After the first confirmation of data relevance was 
made, a period to reconfirm data will be counted from that moment.
Cron checks to whom send a notification only once a day. 

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

Select the contact to send 
an email notification.



A customer needs to click to confirm 
that a personal data is relevant. 

Frontend Overview
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Popup notification appears in a personal account based on set time period.

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

A customer needs to click the 
button and he/she will be 

redirected to ‘Account 
Information’ page to edit data.



Set ‘Yes’ to show check box on Registration, 
Login, Review, Contact Us, Subscribe in the 
footer, Check Out for a guest Forms.

Choose an email template, which will be sent 
to a parent to allow a child data using.

Select the contact to send 
an email notification.

CHILDREN DATA PRIVACY POLICY
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This option allows displaying check box to confirm that a customer is over the age of 16. 
Otherwise, the customer should enter ‘Parent Email’ in a text field.

General Settings

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

Enter the text to display 
it as a check box label.

Choose an email template, 
which will be sent to a parent 

to allow a child registration.



A user needs to mark 
a check box to confirm 
that you are over the 
age of 16.

Frontend Overview
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Registration

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

If a user doesn’t mark the check box and clicks 
‘Create an Account’, the ‘Parent Email’ field appears. 

A customer needs to enter a parent email to get 
confirmation from. A parent receives an email with 

a link to allow the child’s registration.
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If the ‘Child Data Privacy Policy’ option is enabled, a logged out customer or a guest needs to confirm the 
age on:
 - Registration Form
 - Login Form
 - Review Form
 - Contact Us Form 
 - Subscribe Form in the footer
 - Check Out Form for a guest 

A logged out customer or a guest sees the check box straight away on: 
 - Review Form
 - Contact Us Form 
 - Subscribe Form in the footer
 - Check Out Form for a guest

On Login Form, a customer enters the login and password. Then the system checks if this customer has 
confirmed the age before. If a customer hasn’t done it yet, a check box for age confirmation appears. 

Age Confirmation to Complete Some Actions
BACK TO 

CONTENTS 



If a user wants to continue the 
action, click ‘Sign in’.
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If a customer doesn’t mark a check box to confirm the age, the popup appears. To continue an 
action he/she will be suggested to sign in or create a new account. 

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 



A user needs to confirm the age or 
popup to enter a parent email appears. 
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When a user clicks the button ‘Sign in’ on previous popup, the login form appears.
BACK TO 

CONTENTS 



A user needs to enter an email of a parent 
to confirm using of personal data.
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If a user doesn’t have an account, he/she can create it. 

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 



Select ‘Yes’ to show a cookie notice 
on the website for customers to 
accept or refuse cookies .

COOKIE POLICY
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On this page an admin set the Cookie Policy option.

General Settings

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

Enter the text for a message 
which will be displayed as a 

cookie notice.



Frontend Overview
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Popup notification appears in a personal account based on set time period.

BACK TO 
CONTENTS 

When a user clicks this link, he/she will be redirected to the 
Cookie Policy page. On this page a user can learn how to 

refuse cookie files in different browsers. 

A user needs to click the button if you accept cookies using. 



Thank you for buying our extension!

xtait

In case you have any questions, feel free to contact support:
https://extait.com/support


